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ABSTRACT

The present understanding of Ca^{2+} channel function is derived from the use of the patch clamp technique. In particular, the measurement of fast cellular Ca^{2+} currents is routinely achieved using whole-cell voltage clamp recordings. This experimental approach, however, is not applicable to the study of local native Ca^{2+} channels during physiological changes of membrane potential in complex cells, since the voltage clamp configuration constrains the membrane potential to a given value. Here, we report for the first time that Ca^{2+} currents from individual cells can be quantitatively measured beyond the limitations of the voltage clamp approach using fast Ca^{2+} imaging with low-affinity indicators. The optical measurement of the Ca^{2+} current was correlated with the membrane potential, simultaneously measured with a voltage-sensitive dye to investigate the activation of Ca^{2+} channels along the apical dendrite of the CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neuron during the back-propagation of an action potential. To validate the method, we analysed the voltage-dependence of high- and low-voltage gated Ca^{2+} channels. In particular, we measured the Ca^{2+} current component mediated by T-type channels and we investigated the mechanisms of recovery from inactivation of these channels. This method is expected to become a reference approach to investigate Ca^{2+} channels in their native physiological environment.
INTRODUCTION

The measurement of ionic currents in single-electrode or two-electrode voltage clamp implies that the cell is maintained at a given membrane potential (\(V_m\)) by compensating the cell current (1). The current measured with the electrode is the summation of the filtered currents from all different cellular regions, including remote regions where \(V_m\) is unclamped (2). To study the function of native channels, including those expressed under pathological conditions, ionic currents should be recorded at the site of origin during physiological changes of \(V_m\). Local current measurements from a limited number of cellular sites can be obtained using dendritic patch clamp recordings with one (3) or two electrodes at the same site (2), but even if the \(V_m\) is dynamically clamped locally, this will never correspond to a physiological \(V_m\) change occurring in the cell. The limitation of the voltage clamp approach, for a \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) current (\(I_{\text{Ca}}\)), may in principle be overcome by an independent optical measurement of the current at the locus of its origin using fluorescence \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators. In an important reference study (4), Kao and Tsien proposed that, in the presence of an endogenous cellular \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) buffer, the relaxation time of the dye-\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) binding reaction (\(\tau_R\)) can be approximated by the equation:

\[
\tau_R = \frac{1}{K_{\text{ON}}^{\text{Dye}} \cdot [\text{Ca}^{2+}] + K_{\text{OFF}}^{\text{Dye}}}
\]

where \(K_{\text{ON}}^{\text{Dye}}\) and \(K_{\text{OFF}}^{\text{Dye}}\) are the association and dissociation constants of the reaction, respectively. In general, for \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) indicators, the association constant is fast and limited by diffusion between \(2 \cdot 10^8\) M\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\) and \(6 \cdot 10^8\) M\(^{-1}\)s\(^{-1}\). The equilibration time of the reaction is therefore mainly determined by the dissociation constant, i.e. by the equilibrium constant (\(K_D\)) that varies from indicator to indicator, determining the affinity to \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) (4). As shown in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material, this relaxation time is less than 1 ms for low affinity indicators with \(K_D > 10\) µM, suggesting the possibility of using these indicators for the measurement of a fast \(I_{\text{Ca}}\).

In \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) imaging recordings, the fractional change of fluorescence (\(\Delta F/F_0\)) is proportional to the change of \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) ions bound to the indicator ([D\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)]) (5). If [D\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)] is also proportional to the total free \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) concentration entering the cell through the plasma membrane ([\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)\(_{\text{TOT}}\)], then \(I_{\text{Ca}}\) at its site of origin can be in theory extrapolated by the derivative of \(\Delta F/F_0\) (d\(\Delta F/F_0\)/dt). This scenario may occur if the equilibration of the dye-\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) binding reaction is faster than the rise time of \(I_{\text{Ca}}\), which is possible, in principle, with low-affinity indicators (6). The possibility to measure \(I_{\text{Ca}}\) optically was theoretically explored by Sabatini and Regehr (7). In that study, a fast \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-\(\Delta F/F_0\) measurement from multiple axons was converted into an optical measurement of \(I_{\text{Ca}}\), but without an experimental validation, which requires single-cell resolution and the combined possibility to record the current with an electrode. This validation is crucial since the possibility to extract \(I_{\text{Ca}}\) from the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)-\(\Delta F/F_0\) signal requires two additional conditions. First, the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) bound to the indicator must be proportional to the \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) bound to the cell native buffers during the whole \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) influx process; in particular, \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) sequestration by slow endogenous buffers must be negligible during the current since these mechanisms would decrease \(\Delta F/F_0\) independently of [\(\text{Ca}^{2+}\)\(_{\text{TOT}}\)]. Second, \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) release from internal stores should be negligible during the current.

Here, we addressed this challenge using novel technology and we demonstrate experimentally the possibility to record calcium currents (\(I_{\text{Ca}}\)) by \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) imaging experiments, achieving these measurements from distinct subcellular regions of individual neurons. In particular, we measured fast \(I_{\text{Ca}}\) volume densities mediated by voltage-gated \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) channels during physiological changes of \(V_m\), using the low-affinity indicator Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-5N (8,9). The optical measurement of the \(I_{\text{Ca}}\) was also correlated with \(V_m\), which was simultaneously measured with the intracellularly loaded voltage-sensitive dye JPW1114 (10) allowing exploration of voltage-dependence properties of native \(\text{Ca}^{2+}\) channels.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Slice preparation, solutions and electrophysiology

Experiments were approved by the Isere prefecture (Authorisation n. 38 12 01) and the specific protocol (n. 197) by the ethics committee of the Grenoble Institute of Neuroscience. As previously described (11), hippocampal slices (250 µm thick) were prepared from 21-35 postnatal days old C57Bl6 mice using a VF-200 compr estome (Precisionary Instruments, Greenville, NC). Slices were cut in iced extracellular solution and incubated at 37°C for 1 hr before use. The extracellular solution used contained (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26 NaHCO₃, 20 glucose, 3 KCl, 1 NaH₂PO₄ and 2 CaCl₂ bubbled with 95% O₂ and 5% CO₂. The intracellular solution contained (in mM): 125 KMeSO₄, 5 KCl, 8 MgSO₄, 5 Na₂-ATP, 0.3 Tris-GTP, 12 Tris-Phosphocreatine, 20 HEPES, adjusted to pH 7.35 with KOH. To block Na⁺ and K⁺ channels in voltage clamp experiments, the external solution also contained 1 µM tetrodotoxin, 5 mM tetraethylammonium (TEA), 4 mM 4-aminopyridine and 250 nM apamin, and the internal solution also contained 5 mM TEA. Ca²⁺ indicators were added at the concentration of 1 mM. In voltage-imaging experiments, cells were loaded as previously described (12) with the voltage-sensitive dye JPW1114 dye that was present in the patch pipette at a concentration of 120 µg/mL. In experiments with BAPTA, the internal solution also contained 300 µM EGTA, to prevent a possible decrease of the basal free BAPTA concentration. In experiments with NP-EGTA, the internal solution also contained 150 µM CaCl₂ to begin with a free Ca²⁺ concentration equal to the K_D of NP-EGTA. Indicators and chelators were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). All other chemicals were purchased either from Tocris (Bristol, UK) or Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Experiments were performed at 32°C using an Olympus BX51 microscope equipped with a 60X/1.0 NA Nikon objective. Patch-clamp recordings were made using a Multiclamp amplifier 700A (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and voltage and current signals were acquired with the A/D board of the CCD camera. The V_m measured with the patch pipette was corrected for the junction potential (-11 mV) as previously estimated (13). In voltage clamp recordings, I_Ca was evoked by depolarising pulses from -70 mV to -10 mV and measured in the soma by subtracting the scaled subthreshold current associated with a voltage step from -70 mV to -10 mV.

The imaging system

Simultaneous UV/blue LED illumination from the epifluorescence port of the microscope was allowed by a 409 nm dichroic mirror (FF409, Semrock, Rochester, New York). The 365 nm LED used for photolysis was controlled by an OptoFlash (CAIRN Research Ltd., Faversham, UK) and the 470 nm other LED used for fluorescence excitation was controlled by an OptoLED (also from Cairn). The demagnification of the image and the separation of the two emission wavelengths were done with a previously described system (14). The two images were acquired with a dual-head NeuroCCD-SMQ camera (RedShirtimaging, Decatur, GA) at 510 ± 42 nm (for Ca²⁺) and at >610 nm (for V_m). The demagnifications of the two aligned images were 0.5X, 0.25X and 0.125X. At 0.125X, it was not possible to obtain the same focal plane for the two images, thus this configuration was used only for individual Ca²⁺ imaging. Although the camera has 80X80 pixels per head (full resolution), to achieve the speed of 20 kHz, binned stripes of 26 × 4 pixels were imaged. In contrast to previous reports (13,15), JPW1114 was excited at 470 nm and not at 532 nm, since this wavelength corresponds to the peak of OG5N emission. The sensitivity of the voltage-sensitive dye at 470 nm was about 4 times less than that at 532 nm. In neurons loaded with only one indicator, either OG5N or JPW1114, the signals detected by the CCD-head devoted to the recording of fluorescence from the other indicator were negligible. Thus, it was possible to unambiguously discriminate Ca²⁺ fluorescence from V_m fluorescence.
Recording and analysis of Ca$^{2+}$ and $V_m$ optical signals

Ca$^{2+}$ recordings, were performed at 20 kHz, starting 20-25 minutes after establishing the whole cell configuration. This time was necessary to achieve equilibration of the indicator over the dendritic segment of recording (Fig. S2a in the Supporting Material). To attain a good signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), fluorescence was averaged over 16-64 trials as specified in each figure legend. Individual trials were saved in separate files and averaged offline. In this way, series of trials where the kinetics of the action potential changed during the sequence were discarded. The $\Delta F/F_0$ signal was calculated without subtraction of the autofluorescence background. The dendritic fluorescence in cells loaded with 1 mM OG5N 25 minutes after establishing the whole-cell configuration decreased with the distance from the soma, as shown in Fig.S2b in the Supporting Material. In particular, in the first 100 µm apical segment, dendritic fluorescence was always >3 times larger than autofluorescence estimated in large adjacent regions with a variability of ~15% from cell to cell at the same distance from the soma. This test shows that the contribution of autofluorescence was not critical for the empirical estimates of the Ca$^{2+}$ currents in the proximal apical dendritic regions obtained with the two calibration procedures.

Fluorescence averages were also corrected for bleaching using trials without signal. To achieve a good S/N in the $d(\Delta F/F_0)/dt$ signal, we applied a Savitzky-Golay filter (16) to the $\Delta F/F_0$ signal before differentiation. The filter was implemented by the “smooth” function in the Matlab “Curve Fitting Toolbox”. In all data reported here, the OG5N-$\Delta F/F_0$ signal was smoothed using a filter window of 20-30 samples. This filter did not produce any temporal distortion. The Savitzky-Golay filter proved to be the best algorithm to improve the S/N of the $d(\Delta F/F_0)/dt$ signal as described in Fig. S3 in the Supporting Material. Its implementation, however, required signal oversampling which motivated our choice to record fluorescence at the highest possible rate of the camera (20 kHz).

The JPW1114-$\Delta F/F_0$ signal was always calibrated in terms of $V_m$ change on an absolute scale using a previously demonstrated protocol, based on wide-field photorelease of L-glutamate from the caged compound 4-methoxy-7-nitroindolinyl-caged-L-glutamate (MNI-glutamate) (15). Briefly, a calibration of the JPW1114-$\Delta F/F_0$ signal can be done if an electrical signal of known amplitude is available at all recordings sites (12,17). In many neuronal types, activation of a large portion of ionotropic glutamate receptor makes them the dominant conductance and the resulting $V_m$ will be 0 mV in all the illuminated area. Thus, by activation of >50% of the AMPA receptors with glutamate uncaging starting from the resting $V_m$, we were able to calibrate the JPW1114-$\Delta F/F_0$ signal that corresponded to a change of $V_m$ from the resting $V_m$ to 0 mV.

RESULTS

Low-affinity Ca$^{2+}$ indicators are capable of tracking fast Ca$^{2+}$ currents

The straightforward strategy to test whether $I_{Ca}$ can be derived from a $\Delta F/F_0$ Ca$^{2+}$ signal is to compare the kinetics of $\Delta F/F_0$ signal with that of the $I_{Ca}$ integral ($\int I_{Ca}$). To this purpose, we performed patch clamp recordings from CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neurons in slices of the mouse brain filled with a Ca$^{2+}$ indicator, using an imaging system capable of recording at the frame rate of 20 kHz. We measured $I_{Ca}$ evoked by depolarising pulses from -70 mV to -10 mV in the presence of Na$^+$ and K$^+$ channels blockers (see Materials and Methods). With the Ca$^{2+}$ indicator in the patched pipette at 1 mM concentration, we simultaneously recorded $\Delta F/F_0$ from the initial 60 µm apical dendritic segment (Fig. 1a). Thus, under these pharmacological conditions, the voltage step depolarised this proximal dendritic region to ~10 mV for the first 4 ms, a time interval sufficient to explore the fast kinetics of the Ca$^{2+}$ influx (see Fig.S4 in the Supporting Material).
The rate of the dye-Ca\textsuperscript{2+} reaction depends on the affinity (K_D) of the indicator. In that respect, low affinity indicators (K_D > 10 µM) can equilibrate in hundreds of µs (18). Thus, in these experiments, we performed a proof-of-principle test on the high-affinity indicator Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1 (OGB1, K_D = 206 nM (19)) and on the low-affinity indicator Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-5N (OG5N, K_D = 35-46 µM (8,9)). Fig. 1b shows two representative examples of ΔF/F_0 kinetics and of the associated ∆I_Ca where the two curves were normalised to 1 over the first 4 ms. The ∆I_Ca curve matched the ΔF/F_0 curve with OG5N, but not with OGB1. To quantify the match between the two curves for the two indicators we computed the area of their difference (S), which was positive for OGB1 and nearly 0 for OG5N (Fig. 1c). In two groups of cells, the area of the difference between ∆I_Ca and ΔF/F_0 was 0.19 ± 0.03 (N = 5 cells) for OGB1, significantly different (p<0.01, two-population t-test) from the values obtained for OG5N (0.01 ± 0.02, N = 12). Since OG5N-ΔF/F_0 is proportional to the associated ∆I_Ca, then its derivative must be also proportional to I_Ca. In the representative example of Fig. 1d, the d(ΔF/F_0)/dt was calculated after smoothing the ΔF/F_0 signal using a Savitzky-Golay filter (16) (Fig. 1e). In conclusion, we demonstrated that the low-affinity indicator OG5N is adequate for tracking in time I_Ca.

**Extraction of local Ca\textsuperscript{2+} current volume densities from Ca\textsuperscript{2+} fluorescence changes**

Differentiation of the OG5N-ΔF/F_0 signal may therefore provide a signal with the same kinetics of I_Ca allowing local currents to be measured regionally during a physiological change of V_m. This situation, however, applies only if two additional conditions are met. First, binding to endogenous Ca\textsuperscript{2+} buffers that are slower than OG5N and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} extrusion should be negligible during the entire I_Ca, since these two mechanisms decay ΔF/F_0, producing a negative component of dΔF/F_0/dt. Second, Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release from stores should not contribute to [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]_TOT since this would distort the rise of ΔF/F_0 with respect to the Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx through the plasma membrane. Fig. 2a shows an example of ΔF/F_0 associated with an action potential from the most proximal dendritic segment (0-60 µm from the soma) obtained with OG5N. The ΔF/F_0 onset occurred before the action potential peak and its slope was nearly zero for a few milliseconds after the peak. According to the time course of ΔF/F_0, dΔF/F_0/dt reaches the peak at the time of ΔF/F_0 maximal slope and returns to zero. We then re-patched the cell with additional 40 µM BAPTA, which is a high affinity buffer and has slower kinetics compared to OG5N. Thus, BAPTA mimics the presence of an endogenous Ca\textsuperscript{2+} buffer that would be capable of distorting the dΔF/F_0/dt.

After addition of BAPTA, the ΔF/F_0 decayed more rapidly after the peak, introducing a small negative component to dΔF/F_0/dt (Fig. 2a). This observation shows that a flat ΔF/F_0 slope after the peak is the indication that both binding to slow endogenous Ca\textsuperscript{2+} buffers and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} extrusion occur less rapidly than Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx. To exclude Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release from stores during the action potential, we blocked ryanodine receptors with 200 µM ryanodine (20), inositol triphosphate (InsP_3) receptors with 100 µg/mL heparine (21), and phospholipase-C and InsP_3 formation with 5 µM U73122 (22). The representative cell of Fig. 2b was first patched with the control internal solution and, sequentially, with inhibitors of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release from stores. These had no effect on ΔF/F_0 and on its derivative. This result was consistent in the four cells tested, indicating that Ca\textsuperscript{2+} release from stores doesn’t occur during the action potential.

The previous result demonstrates that the OG5N-ΔF/F_0 signal associated with an action potential is exclusively due to Ca\textsuperscript{2+} influx through the plasma membrane. It follows that the dΔF/F_0/dt signal can be, in principle, converted into a “I_Ca volume density” (I_Ca/V) by estimating the [Ca\textsuperscript{2+}]_TOT corresponding to a given OG5N-ΔF/F_0 signal. An accurate estimate of I_Ca/V in the initial apical dendritic segment was obtained using two independent procedures. In the first procedure, we filled eight cells with a solution also containing 300 µM NP-EGTA (23) and 150 µM CaCl_2. NP-EGTA is a photolabile chelator that selectively binds Ca\textsuperscript{2+} with high affinity and releases it rapidly, upon photolysis, in irreversible manner. Under these conditions, a depolarisation from -70 to -10 mV produced a persistent OG5N-
ΔF/F₀ signal >20% in the 80 µm most proximal dendrite (Fig. 3a) while a further depolarisation step of +50 mV produced an additional OG5N-ΔF/F₀ >20% (Fig. 3b). Since the K₀ of NP-EGTA before photolysis is 80 nM (23) and the K₀ of OG5N is 35 µM (23), the large and persistent OG5N-ΔF/F₀ increase from -70 to -10 mV indicates that all NP-EGTA is bound to Ca²⁺ at -10 mV. The further larger increase of OG5N-ΔF/F₀ from -10 to +40 mV demonstrates that OG5N is still not saturated at -10 mV. While Vₘ = -10 mV, 300 µM Ca²⁺ is available for uncaging and a sequence of pulses will progressively release Ca²⁺ until all NP-EGTA is photolysed, i.e. until the whole 300 µM Ca²⁺ is released. Thus, we performed the calibration by applying a sequence of 16 UV pulses (20 ms) and by measuring the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal every 5s. The Ca²⁺ released at the pulse k follows the geometric progression

\[ [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}}(k) = \alpha \cdot (300 \, \mu M - \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}}(j)) \]  

where \( \alpha \) is the photolytic conversion per UV pulse. In the cell of Fig. 3a, an OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal of 3.8% corresponded to a \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} = 93 \, \mu M \) (Fig. 3c). The \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} \) associated with an action potential was converted into a charge-to-volume ratio (Q/V) using the equation:

\[ Q/V = \frac{I_{\text{ca}} \cdot \Delta F/F_0 \cdot 2eN_A}{d^3} \]

where \( e \) is the fundamental charge, dm is the decimetre unit and \( N_A \) is the Avogadro number (Fig. 3d). The smoothed signal was differentiated and expressed as \( I_{\text{ca}}/V \). The current was obtained converting \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} = 1 \, \mu M \) to an equivalent charge volume density of 1.9297×10⁻³ pC/µm³. Assuming a uniform conversion factor for the sites included in the calibrating region (most proximal 80 µm dendrite), \( I_{\text{ca}}/V \) could be estimated (Fig. 3e). In the more distal regions, the \( \Delta F/F_0/dt \) signal has the same kinetics of \( I_{\text{ca}} \), but is not calibrated. In the eight cells analysed in this way, the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal of 1% corresponded to a \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} \) of 20 ± 3 µM.

In the second procedure, applied to six cells, we sequentially patched the neuron first with 1 mM OG5N in the pipette and later with additional 40 µM of the high-affinity chelator BAPTA. As expected by equation 1, addition of the higher affinity chelator BAPTA, which is slower than OG5N in equilibrating, has negligible effect on the fast peak of the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal (Fig. 2a). However, BAPTA sequesters Ca²⁺ both from OG5N and from the endogenous buffer during its slower equilibration, changing the decay of the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal. If BAPTA is saturated, the difference between OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal before and after addition of BAPTA must correspond to a \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} \) equal to the BAPTA concentration. We investigated the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal associated with four action potentials elicited at 5 ms interval in control conditions and after re-patching the cell with the solution containing BAPTA, as shown in the cell of Fig. 4a. The OG5N-ΔF/F₀ peak associated with the first action potential had nearly the same peak in control solution and with BAPTA, but the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ peak associated with the next action potentials was larger in control solution and the difference in the OG5N-ΔF/F₀ peaks associated with the third and fourth action potential was nearly the same. We concluded that the difference between OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signals with the two solutions, after the third action potential, corresponded to 40 µM Ca²⁺. We used this difference for the calibration of \( I_{\text{ca}}/V \) at the proximal dendrite (Fig. 4b). In the six cells calibrated with sequential patch with BAPTA, a OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signal of 1% corresponded to a \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} \) of 22 ± 9 µM, similar to what was obtained using the first procedure (Fig. 4c). Given these similar results obtained with two different procedures, a standard calibration of OG5N-ΔF/F₀ = 1% corresponding to \( [\text{Ca}^{2+}]_{\text{TOT}} = 20 \, \mu M \) was applied in the proximal dendrite.

Use of optical Ca²⁺ current measurements to study T-type channels

To assess the capability of our novel approach to study the behaviour of native channels under physiological activity, we investigated the voltage-dependence of the \( I_{\text{ca}}/V \) associated with action potentials. To this aim, we simultaneously monitored \( V_m \) optically with the
voltage-sensitive dye JPW1114 (13). Initially, we measured $I_{Ca}/V$ and $V_m$ associated with an action potential in the proximal apical dendritic segment (Fig. 5a). $I_{Ca}/V$ and $V_m$ were measured under two conditions: for an action potential starting at $V_m = -60$ mV and for an action potential starting at $V_m = -80$ mV (Fig. 5b). When the action potential started at $V_m = -80$ mV, $I_{Ca}/V$ was larger and started at a more hyperpolarised $V_m$, indicated as $V_m^0$ in Fig. 5c. This result, consistent in all the six cells tested (Fig. 5d), suggested that at $V_m = -60$ mV $I_{Ca}$ was mediated by different types of high voltage-activated Ca$^{2+}$ channels expressed in this neuronal type (25), whereas $I_{Ca}/V$ starting at $V_m = -80$ mV contained a contribution of T-type voltage-gated Ca$^{2+}$ channels (26). To confirm this hypothesis, we tested the combined effect of the specific T-type channel blockers (1S,2S)-2-[2-[[3-(1H-Benzimidazol-2-yl)propyl[methylamino]ethyl]-6-fluoro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-(1-methylethyl)-2-naphthalenyl-cyclopropanecarboxylate-dihydrochloride (NNC, 30 µM) (27) and 3,5-dichloro-N-[[1(5a,6-exo,6α)-3-(3,3-dimethylbutyl)-3-azabicyclo[3.1.0]hex-6-yl]methyl]-benzamide-hydrochloride (ML218, 5 µM) (28) and of the non-specific voltage-gated Ca$^{2+}$ channel blocker CdCl$_2$ (100 µM) in separate $I_{Ca}/V$ recordings (Fig. 5e,f).

As shown in Fig. 5f,g, T-type channel blockers inhibit the $I_{Ca}/V$ associated with an action potential starting at $V_m = -80$ mV, but not the $I_{Ca}/V$ associated with an action potential starting at $V_m = -60$ mV. This result was consistent in all the cells tested (Fig. 5h). In seven cells, the mean ± SD of $I_{Ca}/V$ after addition of NNC+ML218, normalised to $I_{Ca}/V$ in control conditions, was 0.96 ± 0.04 at $V_m = -60$ mV and 0.77 ± 0.05 at $V_m = -80$ mV. To further test the efficacy and selectivity of these two relatively new molecules in our preparation, we performed a series of voltage clamp recordings, measuring both the somatic $I_{Ca}$ and the proximal dendritic $I_{Ca}/V$ associated with 16 ms voltage steps either from -80 mV to -20 mV or from -60 mV to 0 mV (Fig. 6a). We performed these two recordings first in control conditions and then after addition of NNC and ML218. In this way, we measured, for the two voltage steps, the high-voltage activated Ca$^{2+}$ channels mediated component of the somatic $I_{Ca}$ and of the dendritic $I_{Ca}/V$ both blocked by further addition of 100 µM CdCl$_2$, that at this concentration did not bind to the indicator intracellularly. From these measurements, we extracted the T-type channel component of the electrode and optical $I_{Ca}$ by subtracting the signals in the presence of the T-type channel blockers from the control signals (Fig. 6b). A relevant T-type channel-mediated component of the $I_{Ca}$ was present only when the initial $V_m$ was -80 mV, because, at this initial $V_m$, these channels recover from inactivation. In the six cells tested, the T-type current and the optically measured T-type current volume density associated with a -80 mV to -20 mV pulse were 1.18 ± 0.48 nA and 1.31 ± 0.60 pA/µm$^3$, respectively. The same signals associated with a step from -60 mV to 0 mV were 0.25 ± 0.12 and 0.30 ± 0.18 pA/µm$^3$, respectively.

In conclusion, we confirm by using our optical recordings that T-type Ca$^{2+}$ channels are inactivated at $V_m = -60$ mV and that recovery from inactivation by setting the initial $V_m = -80$ mV permits their activation during the action potential.

Next, we investigated from a longer apical dendritic segment the $I_{Ca}/V$ starting from the resting $V_m$ (typically between -70 mV and -60 mV), uniform along the apical dendrite (29). In these experiments, the protocol consisted of two action potentials elicited at 5 ms time interval (Fig. 7a).

The second action potential was characterised by a decrease in amplitude (Fig. 7b), characteristic of CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neurons (30). This decrease was reflected by a concomitant decrease of the second $I_{Ca}/V$. Interestingly, the time of the $I_{Ca}/V$ onset in the distal region corresponded to a more hyperpolarised $V_m$ for the second action potential (Fig. 7c), a result consistent in all 5 cells tested (Fig. 7d). This unexpected result suggested that an additional T-type channel contribution, independent of the initial $V_m$, was associated with the second action potential. To explore this hypothesis we tested the delay in the peak of $I_{Ca}/V$ ($\Delta t$) produced by the addition of NNC and ML218 (Fig. 7e,f). T-type channel blockers delayed the $I_{Ca}/V$ associated with the second action potential, but not that associated with the first action potential, as shown in Fig. 7f. In the six cells tested (Fig. 7g), the delay...
produced by NNC and ML218 to the second $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ was $0.52 \pm 0.09$ ms proximally and $0.59 \pm 0.09$ ms distally. These values were significantly different ($p<0.01$, two-population t-test) from the delays produced by NNC and ML218 to the $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ associated with the first action potential ($0.11 \pm 0.02$ ms proximally and $0.08 \pm 0.02$ ms distally). These results show that activation and recovery from inactivation of T-type $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels during action potentials can be quantitatively investigated together with the $V_m$ and from multiple dendritic sites, using our novel approach. Equivalent information cannot be achieved with other existent methods.

**DISCUSSION**

In this report, we present an original and unique approach that allows the measurement of a local fast $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ current from single cells without the constraints of the voltage clamp technique. In particular, the current can be measured during the physiological change of $V_m$ in combination with the synergistic occurrence of other currents. In the single-electrode voltage clamp approach the current measurement is the recording of the total charge flux through the plasma membrane. In contrast, in our method, the measurement consists in the extrapolation of a $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ current volume density from the local recording of the concentration of the $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ bound to the dye.

The idea of using $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ imaging to extract $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ flux and to explore $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels is historical and was extensively utilised in muscle research (31). Using $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ dynamics modelling and $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ unitary events, namely $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ sparks, $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ currents through membranes of intracellular stores were estimated in skeletal muscles (32,33) and cardiac muscles (34). More recently, $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ currents through muscular intracellular membranes were estimated using the “total” fluorescence increase (or signal mass) (35,36). These methods are based on the utilisation of the high-affinity indicators Fluo-3 and Fluo-4, which are characterised by a large dynamic range resulting in large changes of fluorescence upon $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ increase. Our novel approach utilises the low-affinity indicator OG5N, which allows reconstruction of the kinetics of the current at higher temporal resolution. OG5N is used at relatively high concentration (1 mM). Assuming $K_D = 35 \mu\text{M}$ for OG5N, the buffering capacity of the indicator is smaller than the estimated endogenous buffering capacity of the CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neuron dendrite (37). In contrast to the methods developed in the muscle, our method allows investigating $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels expressed in the plasma membrane in combination with patch clamp recordings and $V_m$ imaging to analyse the voltage dependence of the channels. In this respect, the test that $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ release from stores is negligible during $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ influx is always crucial since this possibility may occur during neuronal firing activity (38). Finally, the combined optical measurement of the action potential is also useful to test whether the measurement is locally affected by photodamage (13).

The quantitative measurement of $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ described here is only the first step towards the use of this method to monitor the activated $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels distribution over the cell since this task will require additional information on the $I_{\text{Ca}}$ surface density. The $I_{\text{Ca}}$ from a dendritic branch can be simply extracted using the cylindrical approximation of the dendrite. For instance, the current from a dendritic segment of 10 µm with $I_{\text{Ca}}/V = 10 \text{pA} / \mu\text{m}^2$ and a radius of 1 µm will be 31.4 pA. The accurate estimate of the radius, however, cannot be obtained using standard fluorescence microscopy. Thus, a more precise radius measurement can be achieved by confocal microscopy, for instance by taking an image of the dendrite using a spinning disk.

Among the several important applications in which this technique will be relevant, it is worth mentioning the study of activity-dependent modulation of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels during physiological activity, the study of functional changes associated with $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels mutations and pathological conditions, and the implementation of neuron computational
models based on optically-measured local Ca\textsuperscript{2+} currents. The method is based on the use of a specialised high-speed dual CCD camera but novel and more economical CMOS technology seems to be also suitable for this application \(39\). Here, to validate the technique, we report an original study of I\textsubscript{Ca} associated with action potentials recorded at the apical dendrite of CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neurons. Our results show that during an action potential, dendritic high-voltage activated Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels can be always activated by \(V_m\) depolarisation produced by the Na\textsuperscript{+} current and are closed by \(V_m\) hyperpolarisation produced by the K\textsuperscript{+} current. In contrast, the opening of T-type channels depends on the state of the channel before the action potential \(40\). When the cell is not firing, most T-type Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels are inactivated unless the initial \(V_m\) is <-80 mV. However, during firing activity, our results suggest that recovery from inactivation may occur independently of the \(V_m\).

**CONCLUSION**

The present approach should drastically improve our understanding of the physiological function of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} channels by providing the possibility to explore the biophysics of native channels during physiological activity in subcellular loci of the complex neuronal architecture.
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FIGURE LEGEND

FIGURE 1 The change of fluorescence of OG5N matches the integral of a Ca²⁺ current. (a) voltage clamp protocol on a CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neuron (shown in the inset) consisting of two 16 ms voltage pulses from -70 mV, the first to ~-60 mV below the threshold for activation of Ca²⁺ channels and the second to ~20 mV; experiments were performed in the presence of Na⁺ and K⁺ channels blockers; I_ca (indicated as Ca²⁺ current) was extracted by subtraction of the scaled current associated with the sub-threshold pulse minus the current associated with larger voltage pulse for the period limited by the dotted box; the kinetics of the current were analysed in correlation with that of the ΔF/F₀ signal in the initial 60 µm segment of the apical dendrite (gray trace). (b) Two neurons, shown in the insets, filled either with OGB1 or OG5N, with the I_{Ca} (black) and Ca²⁺ ΔF/F₀ normalised to their maxima; differences between the two curves (I_{Ca}-ΔF/F₀) also reported; the surface of this difference (S) is indicated. (c) Mean ± SD of S for OGB1 and OG5N; values of S are significantly different (two-population t-test, p<0.01). (d) Voltage clamp I_ca measurement (average of 16 trials) with OG5N: I_{Ca} measured with the patch electrode (top) and the associated ΔF/F₀ from the initial 60 µm apical dendritic segment (bottom) are shown. (e) Filtered ΔF/F₀ (ΔF/F₀, top-left) and its derivative (bottom-left); on the right, the ΔF/F₀ derivative is superimposed to I_{Ca}.

FIGURE 2 Ca²⁺ sequestration by slow endogenous buffer and Ca²⁺ release from stores are negligible during an action potential. (a) Neuron patched first with control solution plus 300 µM EGTA and OG5N and sequentially with additional 40 µM BAPTA; an action potential (top), the associated ΔF/F₀ (middle) and dΔF/F₀/dt (bottom) are shown; addition of BAPTA fastens the decay ΔF/F₀ introducing a negative component to dΔF/F₀/dt; in the BAPTA column the control signal is superimposed in gray; (b) Same protocol as in a with sequential patch first with control solution and later with additional Ca²⁺ release from stores inhibitors (CRSIs); ΔF/F₀ and dΔF/F₀/dt do not change after addition of CRSIs; in the CRSIs column the control signal is superimposed in gray. Data were from averages of 32 trials.

FIGURE 3 I_{Ca}/V calibration using NP-EGTA. (a) Full-resolution and binned-resolution images of the apical dendrite; R0: region of calibration; R1-R4 additional regions of interest; the calibration does not apply to R3 and R4. (b) OG5N-ΔF/F₀ from R0 associated with a voltage step from -70 mV to -10 mV (top) and another voltage step from -10 mV to +40 mV (bottom). (c) ΔF/F₀ (gray) with a peak of 3.8% was associated with photorelease of 93 µM Ca²⁺ from NP-EGTA by fitting the signals of a sequence of 16 pulses to equation 2. (d) From the same cell, the ΔF/F₀ associated with an action potential (black) was filtered and differentiated (gray); I_{Ca}/V obtained from d(ΔF/F₀/dt) using calibration in a; data are from averages of 64 trials. (e) Using the calibration in a, I_{Ca}/V from regions R1-R4 associated with an action potential.

FIGURE 4 Calibration of I_{Ca}/V using BAPTA injection. (a) OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signals from the initial 80 µm segment (region R0) of the cell shown above associated with trains of 4 action potentials (black trace) at 200 Hz; Recordings were completed under control conditions (1 mM OG5N + 300 µM EGTA) and after re-patching the cell with the same solution, which also contained 40 µM BAPTA; the difference of the two OG5N-ΔF/F₀ signals corresponds to [Ca²⁺]_{TOT} = 40 µM. (b) I_{Ca}/V associated with the train of 4 action potentials (black trace) in control conditions from the regions R0-R1 (gray traces); the calibration does not apply to R1. (c) The mean ± SD of the ratios between [Ca²⁺]_{TOT} and OG5N-ΔF/F₀ obtained with the protocol using NP-EGTA or with the protocol using BAPTA. All data were from averages of 32 trials.
**FIGURE 5** Dendritic $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ associated with an action potential at different starting $V_m$. (a) Fluorescence images of a cell filled with OG5N (left image) and JPW1114 (right image); the top and bottom images are at full-resolution and binned-resolution, respectively; the region of interest from where fluorescence was averaged is outlined. (b) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ associated with one action potential starting either at $V_m = -60$ mV or -80 mV; the $V_m$ recorded optically and with the electrode (black trace) are superimposed. (c) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ superimposed to the action potential in the two cases; the $V_m$ at the current onset ($V_m^0$) is indicated. (d) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ peak and $V_m^0$ associated with action potentials starting either at $V_m = -60$ mV or at -80 mV from 6 cells. (e) Neuron filled with OG5N: region of interest outlined. (f) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ associated with action potentials (black trace) starting either at $V_m = -60$ mV or -80 mV: control conditions, after addition of NNC+ML218 and after addition of CdCl$_2$. (g) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ in the different conditions (illustrated in different colours) superimposed (inhibition by T-type channel blockers of $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ starting at $V_m = -80$ mV). (h) The mean ± SD (N = 7 cells) of $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ with NNC+ML218 normalised to control $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ at $V_m = -60$ mV and -80 mV; p<0.01, two-population t-test. Data were from averages of 32 trials.

**FIGURE 6** Pharmacological tests of T-type channel blockers NNC and ML218 in voltage clamp experiments. (a) Top: initial dendritic segment of a CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neuron; experiments were performed in the presence of Na$^+$ and K$^+$ channels blockers; fluorescence was averaged over the entire region; bottom: $I_{\text{Ca}}$ measured with the patch electrode or optically ($I_{\text{Ca}}/V$) associated with depolarising pulses either from -80 mV to -20 mV or from -60 mV to 0 mV in voltage clamp; the recordings were performed in control conditions, in the presence of the T-type channel blockers NNC (30 µM) and ML218 (5 µM) and after further addition of CdCl$_2$ (100 µM) are represented in different colours. (b) Electrode and optically recorded T-type currents from -80 mV to -20 mV and from -60 mV to 0 mV obtained by subtracting the currents with NNC and ML218 from the control currents; on the right, the mean ± SD (N = 6 cells) of both electrode and optically recorded T-type currents associated with the two voltage steps were significantly different (p<0.01, paired T-test). All data were from averages of 16 trials.

**FIGURE 7** Dendritic $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ associated with 2 action potentials at 200 Hz. (a) Cell filled with OG5N and JPW1114 dye; proximal (prox) and distal (dist) regions of interest are outlined. (b) Proximal and Distal $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ (gray) associated with two action potentials recorded optically (black) at 5 ms interval starting from resting $V_m$, which was 67 mV in this particular cell. (c) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ superimposed to the two action potentials proximally and distally; the $V_m$ at the current onset ($V_m^0$) is indicated. (d) $V_m^0$ associated with the two action potentials proximally and distally from 5 cells. (e) Neuron filled with OG5N: proximal and distal regions are outlined. (f) Proximal and distal $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ (gray) associated with two action potentials (black) at 5 ms interval starting from resting $V_m$ (68 mV); recordings were performed in control conditions and after addition of NNC+ML218. (g) $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ in control (gray) and after addition of T-type channel blockers (black); T-type channel blockers delays ($\Delta t$) the second $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$ with respect to the first $I_{\text{Ca}}/V$. (h) The mean ± SD (N = 6 cells) of proximal and distal delay ($\Delta t$) produced by addition of T-type channel blockers; the difference of $\Delta t$ between the first and the second action potential both proximally and distally was significant (p<0.01, two-population t-test). Data were from averages of 32 trials.
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(a) 
Graph showing current-voltage (I-V) relationships with different conditions:
- Control curve (red line)
- +30 μM NNC (blue line)
- +5 μM ML218 (green line)
- +100 μM CdCl₂ (black line)

(b) 
Graphs illustrating electrode T-current and optically recorded T-current:
- Electrode T-current with voltage changes (-80 mV to 0 mV)
- Optically recorded T-current with voltage changes (-60 mV to 0 mV)

Paired t-test significance p < 0.01